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OSTRACT

This project has involved the pursuit of a series of empirical investi-
gations of the generalized effects of training procedures designed to alter
children's self-imposed Standards and self-monitoring abilities. The intent,
procedures, and outcomes of these four studies, summarized briefly below,
are described in more detail in the remainder of this report.

Experiments 1 and 2 examined the persistence and generalization of
effects of exposure to modeled self-reinforcement standards. Children
observed a.peer model exhibiting either a High or Low Standard for self-
reward at a novel game, or saw no model. Subjects then played the game,
either with or without specific instructions to follow the model's example.
Two weeks later, in a new situation', subjects played either the same game or
a different game. In these subsequent sessions, substantial persistence of
the effects of exposure to the model and generalization of these effects to
a new game were demonstrated. Initial differences between the two modeling
conditions and between instructed and noninstructed subjects, however, did
not generally persist in this later test.

Experiment 3 explored the generalization of changes in children's pre-
ferences for easy or difficult goals, induced by exposure to peer models, to
novel subsequent situations. Elementary school subjects in two modeling
conditions observed a peer model play novel athletic game, choosing con-
sistently either difficult or easy goal_ For himselfr while control subjects
saw no model. Immediately afterwards, subjcts played this same game them-

-selves. Three weeks later, subjects participated in a "spelling bee" in
which they could select the difficulty level of the words they wished to
attempt. Two months later, in their regular classrooms, subjects were offered
a cholce.of puzzles of differing levels of difficulty by their teachers.
During the first session, subjects who had seen a model who had preferred
difficult goals themselves chose more dlEficult goals than subjects who had
seen either a model who preferred easy goals or no model. Three weeks later,
this same pattern of results was evident in subjects' choices of spelling
words. Two months.later, similar, though weaker, effects appeared in girls'
(but not boys') choices of puzzle difficulty in their classrooms,

Experiment 4 investigated the effects of training in self-monitoring and
goal-setting skills on classroom study behavior and academic achievement
among elementary school students in an individualized mathematics program.
In Self-Monitoring Conditions, students were shown a simple system for obser-
ving and maintaining daily records of their own study behavior during their
math classes; orthogonally, in the Coal-Setting Conditions, students were
shown a simple method of setting and recording daily performance goals during
their math classes. Exposure to self-monitoring procedures produced an
increase in appropria*e study behavior, and for subjects with high initial
motivation, a concomitant increase in achievement in the mathematics program;
while exposure to goal-setting procedures had no effect on either study
behavior or academic achievement. Nor, contrary to expectation, did eNposure
to the goal-setting instructions enhance the effectiveness of the self-moni-
toring system.
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EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2

Generalization and Persistence of Effects of Exposure
to Se1T-Reinforcement Models

Mark R. Lepper, Gerald Sagotsky,. and Janet Mailer

Stanford University

Recent years have witnessed a growing recognition of the incompleteness
of models of human behavior based solely on an examination of environmental
response contingencies, and a concomitant expansion of interest in the dyna-
mics of self-control and the processes by which people impose contingencies
upon themselves (Bandura, 1971; Kanfer, 1971; Mischel, 1973). Increasingly,
evidence from both theoretical (Bandura, 1971; Kanfer, 1971) and applied
(Thoreson & Mahoney, 1973; Mahoney & Thoreson, 1974) contexts suggests the
importance of the manner in which individuals set standards for their own
performance. Evaluation with respect to these self-imposed demands may often
be at least as significant a determinant of their behavior as the external
contingencies imposed upon them in a Tarticular situation.

One .consequence of this heightened interest in self-control processes
has been the development of a considerable 'literature concerning the effects
of modeled patterns of self-reward on children's adoption of stringent or
lenient patterns of self-reinforcement (Bandura, 1969, 1971; Bandura & Kupers,
1964; Bandura & Whalen, 1966; Bandura, Grusec, & Menlove, 1967; Liebert &
Allen, 1)6/; LIr:bert h Ora, 1968; Liebert, Hanratty, & Hill, 1969; Mischel
& LlOwrt, 1966; Gowec, 1971; Masters & Mokros, 1974). Typically, in these
studliN, children am exposed to a model who plays a novel game, adopting
eitlwr a very stringent standard or a relatively lenient standard for self-
reinforcement at thin task. On each trial that the model's performance
exceedq his standard for self-reinforcement, the model rewards himself with
eithei candy or tokens exchangeable for attractive prizes, and may additionall3
verbalize positive self-evaluations or the reasons why he felt that he had
earned a reward. Subsequently, the children play this same game alone,
receiving a predetermined series of scores. The trials on which subjects
reward themselves then provide a measure of the child's adoption of the
modeled self-reinforcement standard.

These studies have repeatedly demonstrated that children can be quite
easily induced to adopt surprisingly strict standards of self-reward.at a
novel activity by a model who has demonstrated a high performance standard
on the experimental activity. In addition, the effectiveness of such model-
ing procedures in promoting the adoption of high performance standards appears
to vary as a function of a number of variables, such as the prior nurturance
and the power of the model, the structure of the rules verbalized by the model,
and the incentive value of the rewards available to the subject, which have
'been shown to effect the amount of imitation children will show in many
experimental situations (Bandura, 1973).

While these studies provide strong evidence of the importance of mOdeling
in children's.acceptance of stringent performance standards in these experi-
mental situations, however, the fundamental question which this research
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leaves unanswere(I is the extent to which such training procedures have any
relevance for children's behavior beyond the immediate situation and activity
on which the child was "trained" -- in short, the question of generalization.

Several authors, for example, have suggested that the effects of such
modeling procedures may be simr0.y to teach the child that there are certain
"rules" or "norms" by which a :,,-:cicular novel game is played (Kuhn & Langer,
1968; Kohlberg, 1969; Hoffman, 1)70; Masters & Driscoll, 1971), suggesting
implicity that these procedurcts ..,hould have little effect on behavior in
different situations with different tasks. One might well argue, of course,
that a primary strategy a child will employ in adjusting to any new or ambi-
guous situation is precisely one of trying to figure out what is expected of
him in that setting, and then complying with these perceived expectations
(Silberman, 1970; Parton & DeNike, 1966; Turnure & Zigler, 1964). Clearly,
however, generalization of the effects of such training procedures to other
situations represents an issue of both theoretical and practical significance.

The two experiments reported in this paper represent a preliminary
attempt to investigate the generalization.of the effects of exposure to
models exhibiting either very strict or more lenient standards of self-reward,
by examining children's self-reinforcement behavior both immediately following
exposure to the model, and some weeks later in a different situation with
either the same or a different, though similar, experimental activity. In
doing so, these studies attempt to extend and to clarify the implications of'
previous experimentation relying on immediate subsequent measures.

EXPERIMENT 1

The design of Experiment I was, therefore, quite straightforward. In
an initial session, children in the modelini; conditions were presented with
an explanation of.the mechanics of a novel game and were shown a peer model
who played this.game, rewarding herself either for Che highest possible scores
only (High Standard Conditions) or for both the highest and next highest
scores possible (Low Standard Conditions). In the control condition, children
were exposed to the explanation of the mechanics of the game, but were not
presented with a model. All children were then given an opportunity to play
this same game, in the experimenter's absence, and to reward themselves with
pennies when they felt their performance deserved a reward. Unobtrusive mea-
sures of the performance standards children adopted in this situation provided
data comparable to previous studies in this area.

Three weeks later, the'children were brought to a different setting by
a different experimenter to play either the same game they had previously
played or.a different, though somewhat similar, game they had not seen before.
Unobtrusive measures of children's self-reinforcement standards were again
obtained, to assess the persistence and generalization of the effects of the
modeling procedures observed in the initial session.

Method

Subjects.

The subjects for Experiment 1 were 69 second and third grade children
attending Lie Ladera Elementary School in Menlo Park, California. The children
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ranged in age from 7-0 to 9-1, with a mean age of 8-0. The sample included
37 males and 34 females, from a predominantly white, middle-class population.
Eight additional subjects were lost from the study, five due to equipment
failure and three who were unavailable for the second session.

Apparatus and Experimental Setting.

Session I of the experiment was held in a research trailer, divided into
three rooms. The center room of the trailer served as the observation room
and contained two one-way mirrors which looked into the two experimental rooms
Each of the experimental rooms contained a carousal slide projector and a
cassette tape recorder, for presentation of the modeling treatments. In addi-
tion, each experimental room contained one of two experimental games -- a
"bowling" game and a "pinball" game.

The bowling game was a modification of that used by Bandura and Whalen
(1966) and consisted of a miniature bowling alley with a 3 foot runway with
an upright scoreboard at the end, facing the bowler. The scoreboard contained
thirteen signal lights arranged in a pyramid. Each light was labeled with a
score from 1 to 4, with the bottom row of lights worth "1", and the second row
of lights worth "2", and so forth. On each shot, the ball would disappear frot
view, one of the scoreboard lights would indicate the subject's score, and the
ball would return to the subject.

The pinball game was approximately 4 feet long and 2 feet wide and con-
sistel of a Large, glass-covered-tilted playing board containing 4 pairs of
dlilerent colored vertical partitions through which a ball could pass. The
ball was put into play by pulling and relttasing a spring lever, pushing the
ball Imlo thn playing hoard. At the head of the game, opposite the player,
was an upright w.oleboard with the scot-, "5", "10", "15", and "20" printed
acrunf; it. After eavh shot one of thelo aumbers would light up to indicate
the subject's ncore for that shot. Both games were preprogrammed to yield
a single series of ncores for all subjects. Universally the games seemed
both appealing and credible.

Also attached to each of the games wa a penny dispenser, consisting of
a 7-Lnch square box from which pennies were ejected singly, at the press of a
button, through a small coin-sized slot at the bottom of the box. Both games
and penny dispensers were connected to an Esterline-Angus event recorder
inside the observation room, which recorded unobtrusively the number of pennies
a child took following each shot.

Session IT of the experiment was held in a large workroom in the school.
The experimental games were arranged so that only the game in use was visible
to the subject. Subjects' self-reward behavior was again recorded unobtru-
sively on a hidden Estorline-Angus event recorder.

Session I

For Session I, subjects were brought individually to one of the rooms in
the research van, to play one of the two games. Before the child was given a
chance to play the game, however, he vas shown an automated slide presentation,
with a taped sound track, which showed a peer model being introduced to, and,
in the experimental conditions, playing the game.
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Each slide show lasted appro%imately ten minutes, and began with an

adult explaning the mechanics of the game, the Vtlue of each of the four

possible scores, and the use of the penny dispenser. In the No Model,

Control condition, the presentation was terminated following thi§ introduc-

ann. In the two experimental conditions, the adult in the slide sho-,7 then

left the peer model, to whom the game had been explained, alone to play the

game by hetself. The model was told that she could take a penny whenever

she felt her performance deserved a reward.

In the High Standard condition, the model rewarded herself with a penny

only when she obtained the highest possible score (i.e., either a "4" on the

bowling game or a "20" on the pinbalrgame); in the Low Standard condition,

the model rewarded herself for either of the two highest scores possible

(i.e., "3" and "4", or "15" and "20"). On each trial, in addition, the

model verbalized a contingency between the score she obtained and her deci-

sion to reward herself or not (e.g., J'That's the best score. I sure deserve

a penny for that one." vs. "That's an O.K. scoce, but it's not good enough

.- to deserve a penny."). The model's responses were iaentical in both condi-

tions, except when she obtained the second highest score.

Following the slide presentation, the experimenter indicated that the

subject would now have a chance to play the game by himself, since the experi-

menter had work to do in another room. The experimenter then rehearsed with

the child the mechanics of the game and the penny dispenser, and indicated to

the child that, after each shot, he could take a penny if he thought,he

deserved one. The child was given a small opaque envelope for the pennies

he earned and was told that the experimenter would return only when the child

rang a signal bell after he had finished playing. The experimenter then left

the room.

Each subject was allowed 20 trials '()11 the game, and all subjects received

the same sequence of scores, including six each of the two highest scores and

four each of the two lowest scores. Records of subjects' self-reinforcement

behavior were dbtained made on a concealed Esterline-Angus event recorder.

To assess the accuracy of this procedure, subjects' self-reinforcement behavior

was also recorded by an observer behind a covered one-way mirror. The compar-

ability of these two records (r = .96) indicated the adequacy of the automated

recording procedure.

Session II

About three weeks following Session I (mean inu,rval = 23 days), these

same subjects were brought by a different experimenter, "blind" to the sub-

ject's treatment condition, to a different location -- a generd2-purpose work-

room located in the school complex itself -- to maximize the separation of the

two sessions.

During this second session, half of the children within each condition

.were retested on the same game they had played and had observed the model play

in Session I. The remaining subjects were tested on whichever of the two

experimental games they had not been exposed to in Session I, to provide a

test of the generalization of subjects' self-reinforcement standards. Subjects

were not exposed to a model. Instead, the experimenter simply explained the

mechanits of the game and the values of each of the scores at that game, and
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then left the subject to play the game alone. As before, subjects were told
thay they could reward themselves with a penny after each shot, when they felt
that their score deserved a rmard, and were given an opaque envelope in which
they could put the pennies they earned. The experimenter then left the room.

As in Session I, each child was allowed twenty trials at whichever game
he played, and received the same number of Successes and failures as before.
fine pennies taken on each trial were recorded by the concealed event rec,:rder.
When the subject finished and signaled the experimenter to return, the experi-
menter administered a brief verbal questionnaire, to measure the child's attri-
butions of luck and skill at the game,.his "strategy" for winning (if any), his
memory of the model's behavior in Session I, and his liking for the games. At
The end of the experiment, children were given their pennies.

Nisults

Since the number of pennies taken after each trial was recarded, subjects'
self-reinforcement behavior following each of the four possible scores could be
analyzed. Perfect adherence to the modeled High Standard would have resulted
in a subject's taking pennies on six trials; perfect adherence to the modeled
Low Standard would have resulted in a subject's taking pennies on twelve trials
At each level of success, therefore, the data were analyzed in terms of two
orthogonal contrasts: one comparing the two modeling groups to the control
groups and a second contrasting the two modeling procedures. It was expected
that sebjects in both modeling conditions would reward themselves less follow-
ing the t,Jo lowest scores, than control subjects not exposed to a model and
that subjects exposed to a High Standard model would reward themselves less for
thn :;orond highest scoro than subjects exposed to a Low Standard model.

rrAlmInary nol[yse9 examined the erfects of sex of subjects and the par-
ti,ulsr game to rhich rolbjects were Inittally exposed. Since these variables
showed no sIgniC(cant eaects or interactions with treatment conditions, the
data were collapsed arross these dimensions for further analysis.

Session I

The mean number oE pennies taken by subjects at each success level during
Session I are presented in the top third of Table 1. These data, obtained imme-

Insert Table 1 about here

diately followIng subjects' exposure to the model, subtantially replicate the
results of earlier research (cf. Bandura, 1971). A one-way analysis of variancc
performed on the tota number of pennies taken by subjects yielded a highly sig-
nificant treatment effect (F

-2 68
= 11.7, p < .001). Orthogonal contrats indicat

_both that subjects in the two , modeling can-ditions combined showed significantly
more stringent standards Eor self-rel.ard than subjects in the control condition
(E.
1 GS = 17.1, 11.001), and that subjects exposed o the Low Standard Model set

mor6 lenient standards than those exposed to the High Standard Model (F
68-1 5'

9
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Mean Number of ['etudes Tal:a for Each Seore, by CondiAion, Experiment. 1.

SESSION 1

High Standard
Model

Low Standard
Model

No Model
Control

Highest Score 6.40 6.13 7.00

Se A Highest Score 2.72 5.87 5.30

Lowest Two Scores .48 .43 2.96

'TOTAL (All Scores) 9.60 12.43 15.26

SESSION 2

Same Came

High Standard Low Standard No Model -
Model Model Coatrol

Highest Score 6.92 6.91 8.15

Second Hlr,hest Score 5.25 5.91 5.92

Lowest Two Scores 2.17 1.27 1.92

TOTAL (All Scores) 14.32 14.09 16.00

Different Came

High Standard .

Model
Low Standard

Model
No Model -
Control

Highest Score 6.42 6.82 7.80

Second Highest Score 4.67 6.27 6.20

Lowest Two Scores 1.08 .82 5.30

TOTAL (All Scores) 12.17 13.91 19.30

10
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!;cparatO analyses on the number of pennies taken on trials where the
highest scove wils obtained revealed, as eNpected, no differences among treat-
ments. On trials where the socond highest score wAs obtained, the effect of
treatments was highly significant (F1 . 15.67, p < .001) , as was the contrast
between the High Standard and Low Stainrd groups (F

4 27.42, 2. <.001).- hti
A similarly significant treatment effect was.also appAvent for the number of
pennies taken on trials where the two lowest scores were obtained (F

1 68
17.6

2.<.001). As predicted, for these trials, the contrast between the t*o modelin
conditions was not significant (r< 1), but the contrast between die combined
modeling groups and the control condition was highly significant (F. 2. 35.51
1!<:001). 1,ob

I.., short, during Session I, subjects' self-reinforcement standards in the
two modeling conditions showed very close, though not complete, adherence to
the standards displayed by the pe'!r model immediately prior to the test situa-
tion.

Session II

Three weeks following Session I, subjects were presented wiih an opportuni
to play either the same game they had played in the first session 3r a differen
and novel game in Session II. The data for this second session ate presented
in thy lower two-thirds of Table I. A 2 x 3 (Same/Different Game x Modeling
Condition) analysis of variance performed on the total nuMber of pennies trken
by suh.lects tu Ulln second session yielded A significant main effect for
Modeling ('ondition (F

9
= 4.66, Ei< .05) 1-.1. no effect for Same vs. Different

6
game (1' < 1) and no slgrilticant interaction butween the two variables (F = 1.60,
n.s.). Orthogonal contrasts indicated no difference between High and Low Stand,
Condi 11111 (r< I) hill a significant difference between the two modeling conditil
verso.; rho cuntro 1 17ourilttou

1
.

65
0.81. p<.005).-,

Although die Interaction term in this two-way analysis of variance does no
approAch ignificance, L appears from Table 1 that the effects of the modeling
treatments were (pate different for subjects in the Same Game and the Different
Game Conditions during Session II. Specifically, for subjects who played the
same game in Session it, nOne of the comparisons among the three treatment cond:
tions approach significance. By contrast, f.)t- subjects who played a different
game during Session If, there was a significant overall traatment effect (F

-2,654.55, E <.05), which is almost entirely accounted for by the significant
contrast between the two modeling conditions combined and the control condition
(E

65
+ 8.56, 2...005). Considered separately for each level of success, more.

ovet, it is apparent that this effect arises primarily from the highly signifi-
cant difference between the two modeling conditions and the control condition
on trials where subjects received the two lowest scores (F

1 65
+ 20.99, 1L<.001,

7Both modeling groups, in short, continued to display signiitcantly more stringer
standards of self-re nforcement than control subjects, with a different activit3
in a later situation, although the initial difference between the two mocirqing
groups was no longer evident.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 are both encouraging and paradoxical. Conside)
alone, the data from suhjects presented with a novel game in Session II provide

11



ve evidence of tho durability and general.ty el the efloct!; of the
modeling treatment, Confronted, some three wees alter the initial. session,
with a new .tetperimentor and difterent !;AMO in 1 novel settine, mihjects in
the modeling conditions continued to iml.ose upon themselves more ::tringent
standards for solf-rouard than control subjects. In lieht ot this impres-
sive evidence, however, the lack. of persistent effects (hiring the second ses-
sion for subjects exposed a second ti to the .:!-Ime game seems quite puzzling.
Certainly traditional accounts of the generalization process, bar.ed on the
similarity of the two sessions, would predict that the effects of the modeling
treatments should be stronger for subjects asked to play the same game a
second time than for those asked to play a novel game.

Fortunately, some data which may hel explain these unexpected findings
were provided by the post-experiment%1 interviews with subjects following
Session II. In these interviews,s4bjects were asked how one could obtain a
good" score on the game they had just finished playing. Most subjects indi-

cated that they believed they had discovered some "strategy" which would pro-
duce high scores; some, however, either did not have or could not state,
despite considerable probing, a strategy for producing high scores. Although
the number of cases in some cells is too small to permit statistical analysis,
the data for these two gioups of subjects appear quite different: data from
subjects who professed to have a strategy seemed to show both persistence of
the modeling effects in the same game conditions and generalization in the
differett game conditions; data from subjects who did not acknowledge having
a strategy, however, svemed not show any clear efforts. Furthermore, subjects
in the Same Game conditions tended to he more likely than subjects in the
revirang conditions to lack a hypothesis as to how the game should be played
(X 1.20, p .10). Although sneculatEve, these data suggest that repeated
exposure to the same y,ame, in act'ality pre-programmed and response-independent
on two sparate occasions may have led a num her of subjects in the Same Game
Modeling Conditionr; to infer that success at the game was not related to their
ability. For these snbjects, the setting of high "performance" standards may
have been largely irrelevant.

Experiment 2

In view of these findings, Experiment 2 was designed with two primary
purposes. First, Experiment 2 attempted to replicate and extend the results
of Experiment 1, with a procedure altered to minimize the likelihood that
children exposed twice to the same.game would interpret the game as either
impossibly difficult or determined by chance rather than skill. The Modeling
Only Conditions of this experiment serve this purpose. In addition, Experiment
also sought to examinc the effects of an additioh to the modeling presentation
of a more direct "instruction" to the child that he should adhere to the
modeled standard in the immediate test situation, to address issues raised by
theoretical accounts of prior research on self-control. Previous research on
the effects of direct instruction and rule structure on self-reinforcement
behavior (Liebert & Allen, 1967; Liebert et al., 1969), for example, suggested
-that the addition of such a procedure should enhance the effects of the model-
ing presentation; other related evidence on the effects of modeling and rehears
on children's charitability (Rosenhan, 1967; White, 1972), by contrast, sug-
gested that the immediate effects of such a procedure might dissipate oi even
prove deleterious in subsequent tests of generalization or persistence. The
subsequent effects of this Modeling plus Instruction procedure thereby promised
to be of considerable theoretical interest. Finally, in Experiment 2, data on

1 9
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subjects' general perceptions of locus of control and teachers' ratings of
subjects' classroom behavior were also obtained, to explore the possible
relationship of subject's' self-reinforcement behavior to these variables.

To these ends, subjects were exposed in Session I to either a High
Standard Model, a Low Standard Model, or a No Model Control procedure. Iu
the Modeling Only Conditions and the Control Condition, subjects then played
a game alone. In the Modeling plus Instruction Conditions, subjects played
,the game in the presence of the experimenter, who on the first critical trial
indicated explicitly that he expected the subject to follow the model's examplE
One to mo weeks later, subjects were presented by a different experimenter wit
either the.same game.or a different game. In both sessions, s ects' self-
reinforcement behavior was unobtrusively recorded, providing da on the imme-
diate effects and subsequent persistence and generalization of treatment effect

Method

Subjects

The subjects for Experiment 2 were 75 second, third, and fourth grade
children attending the St. Raymond Elementary School in Menlo Park, California.
The children ranged in age from 7-2 to 10-6, with a mean age of 8-9. The sampl
inclnded 30 males and 35 females, from a predominantly white,, middle-class, and
Catholic population.

,App_aratul and Experimental Setting

The Pquipmout Ln this study was' identical to that employed in Experiment 1
In tiw experimental non:lions, subjects played either the bowling game or the
piuhAll game descrlhed earlier, and after each trial were allowed to reward
them,;elvos by taking a penny from the penny dispensers. As before both games
were pio-programmed, and the number of pennies taken after each shot was
recorded automatically.

Since it was not possible to obtain research space within the school, both
sessions in this second experiment were conducted in the mobile research van.
Although the two sessions were conducted by different experimenters and took
place in different rooms within the van, it seems likely that the relationship
between the two sessions may have been more salient to subjects in this study.

Session 1

The procedure of Experiment 2 was also patterned closely after the first
study. For Session 1, subjects were brought individually to a research room
in the van and were shown one of the three slide presentations employed in
Experiment 1. Control subjects, therefore, witnessed an.adult experimenter
explaining the mechanics of one of the games to a peer model; subjects in the
two modeling conditions witnessed this introductory explanation followed by
the peer model playing the game for 12 trials, on which she consistenly rewardet
herself for only the highest scores possible (Low Standard Conditions), cemen-
ting appropriately on the standard she used.

Following the presentation of the slide show, the experimenter rehearsed
briefly the mechanics of the game the subject was to play and the operation of
the penny dispenser. In addition, the experimenter reiterate,' at several
points that the game was indeed a test of skill and that the subject's task was
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to "figure out" how to get good scores. The experimenter suggested that the
game might be difficult, but emphasized that success would be a function of
the subject's ability.

In the Modeling Only Conditions, the subject was then left to play the
game alone, as in the previous study. In the Modeling plus Instruction
Conditions, 1.lowever, the experimenter remained in the room while the child
played the game. Then, on the first trial on which the child's performance
fell below the standard of self-reward which the model had displayed, the
experimenter stated the standard explicitly, commenting matter-of-factly to
the child that the score the child had just obtained was not good enough to
deserve a reward. In the High Standard Condition, this remark occurred
following the subject's first score of either "15" or "3"; in the Low Standard
Condition, it occurred after the subject's first score of either "10" or "2".
As intended, all subjects in these conditions adhered to the modeled standard.

Session II .

One to two weeks after Session I, (mean interval = 11 days), the same
children were seen in a second individual experimental session, conducted
by a different experimenter, "blind" to the subject's treatment condiLion and
previous behavior, in a different part of the research trailer.

As before, in Session II, half the subjects were presented with the same
game they had been exposed to in Session I, to assess persIstence of the experi-
mental effects; half were presented with a different game, to measure generali-
zation or these effects. In all cases, the child was left to play the game
by himself during this second test, and subjects were told that they could
reward themselves with a penny whenever they felt that their score at the game
deserved a reward.

Following the subject's completion of a preprogrammed serie l. of twenty
trials at whichever game he had been assigned, the subject signaled the experi-
menter to return. The second experimenter then verbally administered first the
brief questionnaire employed in Experiment 1 to assess the subjects' perceptions
of the game he had just played, and second a version of a scale designed to
measure subjects' perceptions of Internal vs. External Locus of Control, adapted
from Mischel, Zeiss, and Zeiss (1974). Approximately one month following these
experimental sessions, subjects' classroom teac.iers were asked to rate each of
the subjects in their classes on scales of conformity, self-control, obedience,
and self-motivation.

Results

As in Experiment 1, it was possible to analyze subjects' self-reinforce-
ment behavior following each of the four possible levels of success at the
,game d- 7Lng both sessions. Again, preliminary analyses indicated no signifi-
cant elfects or interactions with treatment conditions for sex of subject or
_the'particular game to which subjects were first exposed. The data were there-
fore collapsed across these dimensions.

Modeling Only Conditions

The Modeling Only Conditions of this experiment provide a replication of

1 4
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Experiment 1, under conditions which minimized the likelihood that subjects
would infer that the experimental games were either impossibly difficult'or
.more a function of luck than skill. The data from these conditions are
presented in Table 2.

Insert Table 2 about here

Session I. The mean number of pennies taken by suJjects in the Modeling
Only Conditions at each level of success during Session I are presented in
the top third of Table 2. A one-way analysis of variance performed on the
total number of pennies taken by subject indicated a highly significant treat-
ment effect (F = 7.11, 11-4;.005), while orthogonal contrasts demonstrated

'qa significant 1erence between tge combined modeling grours and the control
group (F1 = R.< .005), but no significant difference between the two
modeling aonditions (F1,38 = 2.70 n.s.).

When these data are analyzed separately by level of success, however,
the results are informative. For trials on which subjects received, the hig1.4st
scores, there are no differences among conditions. For trials on which the
subjects received the second highest score, the contrast between the High
Standard and Low Standard Conditions, is, as expected, significant (F

I 38
= 6.0I

-
Finally, on trials where subjects received the two lowest scares, the

two me(1.21.ing conditions combined differ significantly from the control conditiol
(F = H.28, .p..01). The data, in short, provide clear evidence that the
MO-hi!Yng treatmeuts Indeed had powerful immediate effects on subjects' standard !
for svIL-rid.nforcem,Int.

TI. me to two weeks after this initial session, subjects were
presPnI ed uLth Othor the-same game they had previously played or a novel game
in SossIon CC. The data on subjects' self-reward behavior at each level of
SUCCIVsr; during the second session appear in the lower two-thirds of Table 2,
where It is apparent that the results replicate and strengthen the findings
of Experiment 1.

A 2 x 3 (Same/Different Game x Modeling Condition) analysis oE variance
performed on thn total number of pennies taken by subjects in this second
session produced a significant treatment effect for the modeling conditions
(F

3
= 9.38, 2. <.001), but no effect for Same vs. Different Game (F<l) or

5
inEataction between the two variables (F<1).. OrthOgonal contrasts within
this analysis revealed no difference between the High Standard and Low Standard
Conditions, (F:1) but a highly significant tendency for subjects in the two
modeling groups to employ higher standards for self-reward than control subject:
(Ei

J
= 18.60, < .001) .

Within both the Same and Different Game Conditions, this pattern of result
_is also apparent. jn the Same Game Conditions, the difference between the two
modeling conditi,nz; and the control group is clear not only for the total numbei
of pennies taken (FI = 15.07, IL< .001), but is of at least marginal signifi-:
cance at every level'oE success: for the highest scores (1.71,35 = 13.18, 2.< 001
the second highest socres (F,

,JD
= 3.84, 2....10),.and the lowest two scores

, 1
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Table 2

Mean Number of Pennies Tai4..en for Each Score, Modeling Only Conditions, Experiment

SESSION 1

High Standard
Model

Low Standard
Model

No Model -
Control

Highest Score 6.38 6.36 6.86

Second Highest Score 3.08 5.29 5.79

Lowest Two Scores .77 1.14 2.93

TOTAL (All Scores) 10.23 12.79 15.59

SESSION 2

Same Game

High Standard
Model

Low Standard
Model

No Model -
Control

Highest Score 6.13 6.25 8.88

Second IllAhest Score 5.' 6.25 8.25

LowestTwo Scores 1.50 1.00 5.63

TOTAL (ALI Scores) 13.00 13.50 23.00

Different Game

High Standard
Model

Low Standard
Model

No Model -
Control

Highest Score 6.00 6.17 7.67

Seond Highest Score 4.86 6.17 7.33

Lowest Two Scores .57 1.83 4.17

TOTAL (All Scores) 11.43 14.17 19.17

16
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(E1,35 = 10.43, p <.005). In the Different Game Conditions, this diEference
between the combined modeling conditions and the control group is significant
for the total number of pennies taken (F1,35 = 5.21, 7 <.05), though the
effects at each success level arc of only marginal significance considered
individually: for the highest scores (F.1,35 = 4.00, 2. <.10), the second
highest scores (F = 1.59, n.s.), and the lowest two scores (.E1,35 = 3.89,

<.01).2

In comparison to the results of Experiment 1, then, the Modeling Only
Conditions of Experiment 2, which attempted to minimize possible.redefinition
of the games as chance-determined, provide evidence of both persistence of
the effects.of the earlier modeling treatments when subjects are subsequently
presented with the same game in a new situation, and generalization of these
effects when subjects are subsequently presented with a novel game in a new
situation.

Modeling Plus Instruction Conditions.

Given these strong data from the Modeling Only Conditions, it is possible
to examtne the effects of the Modeling plus Instruction procedures on subject's
behavior in the same manner. Since this procedure produced perfect adherence
to the appropriate modeled standard during Session I, no analysis need be
performed on these data. The remaining data of interest, concerning subjects'
behavior during the second session, are presented in Table 3, where it is
apparent that the renults closely parallel the comparable data from the

Insert Table 3 about here.

ModeLing Only Conditions. ,

As z-love, a 2 x 3 (Same/Different Game x Modeling Condition) analysis
of variance was performed. For the total number of pennies taken by subjects,
this analysis yielded a significant effect of the modeling treatments (Fl 32 =
9.92, 2 <.001) but neither the effect of Same vs. Different Game (F = 2.3, n.s .
nor the interaction of the two variables (F <1) approached significance.
Orthogonal contrasts wi.thin this analysis revealed a highly significant
difference between the combined modeling conditions and the control condition
(F1,32 = 15.13, 2 <.001) and, unlike the previous conditions, a significant
difference between the High Standard and Low Standard Conditions (F1,32 =
5.21, 2 <.05)..

The same general pattern of data also appears.within both the Same Game
-and Different Game Conditions. Within the Same Game Conditions, contrast
analyses performed on the total number of pennies subjects received revealed
significant differences between the two modeling conditions and the control
condition (111,32 = 9.08, 2 <.01) as well as between the High Standard and
Low Standard Conditions (F1,32 = 5.78, 2 <.05). Differences within these
conditions were not significant for trials on which subjects received the
highest possible score, but significant contrasts were obtained, as expected,
between the two modeling conditions and the control condition for trials on

17
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Table 3

Mean 'Number of Pennies Taken for Each Score, Modling plus Instruction Conditions,

Experiment 2

5USION 2.

Same Game

High Standard Low Standard No Model
Model Model Control

Highest Score 6.50 8.33 8.88

Second Highest Score 1.83 6.50 8.25

Lowest Two Scores 1.00 3.67 5.63

TOTAL (All. Scores) 9.33 18.50 23.00

Different Came

High Standard
MOdei

Low Standard
Model

. No Model
Control

Highest. :;t ore 6.20 6.00 7.67

Second Highest Score 2.60 5.71 7.33

Lowest Two Scores .40 .71 4.17

TOTAL (All Scores) 9.20 12.43 19.17

Is



which subjects receivEd either the second highest (F1,32 = 8.55, p <.01)
or the two lowest scores (E1,32 = 4.75, <.05). In additioa, there was
evidence of significant difference between the High and LoW Standard Con-
ditions in the Same Game Condition for trials on which subjects received
the. second highest score (F1,32 = 7.05, .2. <.05).

Within the Different Game Conditions, contrasts performed on the total
number of pennies obtained by subjects demonstrated a significant difference
between the moddling conditions and the control condition (F1,32 = 6.46,

<.05) but no difference between the two modeling conditions (F(1). Con-
sidered separately at each of the possible levels of success at the game;
the difference between the combined modeling groups and the control group
was not significant for trials on which subjects obtained the highest scorepossible, but was significant for trials on which subjects obtained either
the second highest score QE1,32 = 4:26, .2. <.05 or the two lowest scores
(E1,32 = 4.82, .2. <.05).

The Modeling plus Instruction Conditions, then, reveal almost precisely
the same pattern as the Modeling Only Condition. In both cases, substantial
perslstence ot the effects of the modeling treatments in a later test on a
novel game are evident. Indeed, the only substantive difference between
these two sets of data is in the significant differeri.e within the Modeling
Plus Instruction Conditions between the High Standard and Low Standard
Condltions, an effect which does not approach significance in any of the
prevLons Session II data.3

AddtLfunal Aaalysem.

A nnmhyr of addltional correlational nnalyses were performed to deter-
mine wheLber subject.s' self-reinforcement behavior would be related to
snblecis' general l(wm; of 7.ontrol expectations or to teachers' ratings of
the chIldren's cinnscoom behavior. None of these exploratoly analyses
yielded significant effects.

Discussion

Together these stndies provide strong evidence of both persistence
and generalization of the effects of exposure te models displaying stringent
self-reinforcement standards oa children's self7imposed standards. In both
experiments, children exposed to a model during the first session diSplayed
significantly'higher standards for self-reward WO to three weeks later -thenengaged in. a noVet activity, in.a different situation, than children in an
appropriate control condition. Although in the first study significantpersistence or these effects at the same activity was not demonstrated, in
the second experiment, where the task was presented to emphasize the depen-dence of the child's ontomes on his ability, highly significant persistenceof the modeling effects was obtained. Although other procedural differencesbetween the two .studies may also account for theSe.last results, the roleof subjects' perceptions of experimental activities would see- an important
topic for further research.

Interestingly, for five of the six comparisons during the second session,

19
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initial differences between subjects exposed to the high and low standard
models did not rersist, although subjects in both modeling groups did con-
tinue to reward themselves according to a consistent, self-imposed standard.4
It is noteworthy that the modal subject in all of the modeling conditions
both reported himself to be using, and tended to adhere behaviorally, to a
clear standard of rewarding himself for either of the two highest scores.
Although exposed to precisely the same inforMation as control subjects con-
cerning the new game, these subjects continued to deny themselves rewards
for scores falling below their self-imposed performance standard. Similarly,.
as in White's (1972). previous work on altruism, the use of direct instructions
or "guided rehearsal" to induce complete initial adherence to the modeled
standards, in the Modeling plus Instruction conditions, did not prove an
effective means of enhancing the basic effect of the modeling treatments
outside of the immediate test situation.

These data have several important implications. First, they provide
needed theoretical leverage for clarifying the appropriate interpretatic.L
of previous research. Tne present results,.for example, sug3est the -Nadequacy
of theoretical accounts which suggest that exposure to mode:3 dispi a
high standard of self-reinforcealent: teaches .hildren nothing iaore than a
set of rules or norms Eor playing a particular novel game (Kuhn & Langer,
1968; Kohlberg, 1969). At the very least, the data indicate that children
were able to abstract an appropriate general rule from the model's per-
formance, which al'fected their behavior on a different activity, with a new
experimenter, several weeks later. As in previous research (Bandura & Kupers,
1964), the data do not imply a passive mimicry process, but rather an active
cognition process for which exposure to a model is one important input.
Exposure to the model seems to have indfcated to the children the appro-
priateposs of lmpostng performance standards on themselves in a new situation,
but dLi not demand exatA: adherence to the partkular standard initially
exhihlted by the model.

At the sane time, the diminished effectiveness of the high standard
model and the explicit Instruction procedures in the secondsession suggest
some caution may be necessary in generalizing from results obtained in an
immediate test situation, even in the absence of the.experimenter and themodel, to results which will obtain in subsequent situations. Given these
data, for example, it seems inappropriate to consider the resul0 oE the
first session as evidence that children had "internalized" a particular
standard of self-reinforcement (Hoffman, 1970). Indeed, even the present
data should probably not be construed as definitive evidence of a process of
internalization, though they suggest the importance for understanding this
process of the collection of dependent measures in a variety of situations.

Certainly the present data suggest.the utility of attempts to examine
the persi.t-ence and generalization of the effects of techniques designed toalter childrer!'s self-reinforcement standards. Indeed, one might well arguethat the issue of generalization should be of paramount concern in the studycf. self-reinforcement Lehavior, since it is precisely the possibility thatalterations in a person".: nelf-imposed standards, unlike alterations in thestandards imposed upon him by particular others, will have important effectson the person's behavior across a wide variety of situations which makes thestudy of self-reinforcement

processes of central practical and theoretical
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significance. Though often unstated, the common assumption undgrlying a
great doal of current applied research on self-reinforcement and self-regula-
tory processes (Bolstad & Johnson, 1972; (lynn, Thomas, & Shee, 1973; Drabman,
Spitalnik, & O'Leary, 1973; Mahoney & Thoreson, 1974), is that treatment
programs which successfully alter a person's self-imposed contingencies will
be more likely than programs which alter the person's immediate environment
to produce generalization of treatment effects beyond the particular situation
in which the program was initially instituted. It is hoped that future
research in this area will investigate further the implications of this
assumption through the inclusion of measures of the persistence and general-
ization, as well as the immediate effectiveness, of procedures designed to
affect self-reinforcement patterns.

2 1
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1. Although a few subjects were still unwilling or unable to furnish a
hypothesis about how one obtained good scores at the games, these instruc-
tions were effective in significantly reducing the number of subjects who
failed to report a strategy. (X2 = 6.45, 2. <.025).

2. In comparing these results for the Different Game Conditons with those
of Experiment 1, it should be noted that the sample size within the Modeling
Only Conditions in Experiment 2 is approximately half that of the first study.

Comparisons between the Modeling Only and the Modeling Plus Instruction
Conditions revealed no significant differences either overall or within the
two modeling conditims separately.

4. Thln dissipation of the initial differences between the two modeling
conditions does not appear to have been the result of subjects inability
to recall the model's behavior. In both studies, approximately three quarters
of the subjects correctly recalled the model's behavior, and those who failed
ro recall the model's behavior were distributed randomly across conditions.
I.Aimination of the data from those subjects who failed to recall the model's
actions, moreover, does not alter tha pattern of results obtained.
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EXPERIMENT 3

Generalization of Changes in Children's Preferet :es for Easy
or Difficult Coals Induced by Observational Learning

Gerald Sagotsky and Mark.R. Lepper

Stanford University

The recognition that the standards individuals impose upon their own
behavior and the manner in which they evaluate their behavior with respect
to these self-imposed standards may play an important role in the maintenance
of behavior is not a new insight in social psychology. Concern with self-
imposed performance standards and stlf-evaluative processes has long been
central, for example, to discussions of the dynamics of level of aspiration
.(Lewin, Dembo, Festinger, & Sears, 1944), achievement motives (Atkinson,
1957, [964), and effectance motivation (White, 1959). Only in recent years,
however, has the study of self-reinforcement and self-imposed performan.ze
standards been placed systematically within the broader theoretical c:3-1-0.xt
of social learning theory (Bandura, 1969, 1971; Kanfer, 1971; Mischel, 1973).
Similarly, only in the.past few years have investigators begun to explore
the potential clinicai applications of self-reinforcement principles to the
modification of complex behavior patterr3 (Mahoney & Thoreson, 1974; Thoreson
& Mahoney, 1974).

nue important, thoogh typically implicit, element in this resurgence of
intor.!!:1 in sulf-impwwd stnudard is the potential for changes in an indi-
vidual's unlf-impw;nd 7;tnudnrds to product. changes in behavior likely to
train:1pr ncro dalcrcn( sitnntlons. Though often unstated, a common
assumption under.lying mnch current applied research on self-reinforcement
and sulf-regulalory processes (Rolstad & Johnson, 1972; Glynn, Thomas, &
Shen, 1973; Drahman, Npitalnik, & O'Leary, 1973; Jeffrey, 1974; Mahoney &
Thoreson, 1974). is thot treatment programs which are successful in altering
a person's self-imposed contingencies will be more likely than.programs which
alter the person's immediate environment to produce generalization of treat-
ment effects beyond the particular situation in which the program was initially
instituted.

A concern with the generalization of effects of techniques designed
to modify a person's self-imposed standards, however, is equally important
on a theoretical level. Consider, for example, the extensive experimental
literature on the effects of modeling procedures in altering children's
standards for self-reinforcement (Bandura, 1969, 1971; Bandura & Kupers,
1964; Bandura & Whalen, 1966; Bandura, Grusec, & Menlove, 1967; Liebert &
Alien, 1967; Linbort & Ora, 1968; Liebert, Hanratty, & Hill, 1969.; Mischel
& Liebert, 19(6; Grusec, 1971; Masters & Mokros, 1974). In these studies,
typically, children in the experimental conditions are first exposed to a
model playing a novel game. While playing the game, this model sets for
himself a very stringent or a relatively more lenient standard for self-
reinforcement, rewarding himself consistently with tangible rewards (money,
tokens, candy) and/or displays of positive self-evaluations only on trials
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when his performanCe at the game excec,ds his self-imposed standard. Follow-
ing exposure to the model, the children are allowed to play whis samegame
themselves, and the standards for self-reinforcement they impose upon them-
selves are recorded.

In these studies, across a wide variety of procedural variations, it
has been repeatedly demonstrated that exposure to a model who displays a
consistently strict standard for self-reinforcement in playing a novel
experimental game will lead children to adopt remarkably strict standards
for self-reward in playing this game subsequently. Since these studies
have been conducted primarily in experimental laboratory settings, however,
it has been suggested (Kohlberg, 1969; Kuhn, 1973) that children in these
studios may.simply be complying with what they perceive as the "correct"
way to .7espond to a novel situation. In this view, exposure to the model
serves only to teach the child the rules of a particular game, with no ,

implications beyond the immediate training situation. It appears crucial,
therefore, to determine whether such effects would persist over time acid
would generalize to other tasks presented in different situations.

Some evidence relevant to this issue has recently been reported by
Lepper, Sagotsky, and Mailer (1975) in WO experiments which investigated
the persistence and generalization of the effects of exposure to modeled
self-reinforcement standards. In these studies, children observed a peer
model exhibiting either a very strict or more lenient standard for self-
reward while playing a novel game, or saw no model. Subjects then played
this same game immediately following exposure t) the model, as in previous
studies. Two weeks later, in a new situation, subjects were given an oppor-
tunity Lo play either the same game or a different game they had not seen
before. In these subsequent ses,-;ions, :Albstantial persistence of the effects
of expoqnro to the mode[ in a new setting and generalization of these effects
to a different, novei game in a session were evident.

The present-study pursues a related line of investigation, examining
the generalization of the effects of modeling techniques on children's
self-Imposed standards, as evidenced in children's choice to engage in
either easy or difficult tasks. In doing so, the study has three primary
aims. First, the study.attempts to investigate potential parallels between
the study of "prospective" and "retrospective" self-imposed standards. Rather
than examining the standards children apply in giving themselves rewards,
after receiving a particular score, as in the previous work in this area,
the present study examines the standards children apply in advance in choosing
the level of difficulty at which they approach a task, and it attempts to make
explicit the parallels betweea previous literature on self-reinforcement and
1,!vel of aspiration. Second, the study involves an investigation of per-
formance standards involved ia activities genuinely dependent upon the child's
level of ability and effort, rather than activities in which apparent per-
formance is experimentally controlled and preprogrammed. Similarly, symbolic
rewards are employed, rather than rewards of inherent extrinsic value, to
produce a procedure which seems more closely analogous to the covert self-
-congratulation processes that we believe represent the most common form of
self-reinforcement in many everyday situations. Finally, the present study
attempted, in addition, to provide a more stringent test of the generalization
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of effects produced by exposure to the modeling treatments. To this end,

following exposure to the modeling treatments, children's performances for
easy versus difficult tasks were assessed in three different situations,
including a final measure obtained unobtrusively two months after exposure
to the model in children's regular classrooms.

The design of the present experiment was, therefore, quite straight-
forward. Third-grade children in two modeling conditions observed a peer
model play a novel athletic game, choosing consistently either difficult or
easy goals for himself, while control subjects saw no model. Immediately
afterwards, subjeccs played this same game themselves. Three weeks later,
subjects participated 3n a "spelling bee,' conducted in a very different
setting, and were asked to select the difficulty level of the words they
wished to attempt to spell. Finally two months later, in their regular
classrooms, subjects were offered a.choice of puzzles of differing levels
of difficulty by their teachers, in the absence of research personnel. On
each of these occasions, Me dependent measure of interest was the level of
'difficulty at which subjects chose to approach a new activity, and the
primary concern of the study was the extent to which the immediate effect
of the modeling treatments of children's preferences for difficult versus
easy tasks would persist and transfer Lo new, quite different tasks in
subsequent situations.

Method

Subler1s

Stii,HI:t:; wore 38 third-grade children attending the St. Simon's School
in 1.o; ;Nllo!;, Collrolola. The children ranged in age from 9-0 to 10-5 with
a mv;:o of sample included 18 males and 20 females, from a
prudomivautly whiie, middle-class, and Calhotic population. Two subjects
were Ab.;(-nt from.class during the third session of the study.

App;Ir.ilum and Experimental Setting

Se,..,.ion 1 of the experiment was heid. in a room of a mobile research
trailer. The room contained a "beanbag toss" game, a motion picture pro-
jector to allow the presentation of the modeling variations, and an award
certificate and a box of paste-on stars the child could use to record his
performance at the game. Four differently colored buckets wece spaced 1 1/2
feet, 3 feet, 4 1/2 feeC; and 6 feet respectively from a starting line taped
on the floor. The starting line was composed of four colored segments that
corresponded to'the colors of the target buckets, delineating four distinct
places [or the clii Id to stand depending on his choice of target. The buckets
were numbered with lilrgo, black numerals from "1" through "4," with the
closest being "I" and the furthest. "4." An additional bucket, containing
the twenty beanbags to he thrown, was placed behind the starting line in a
central location.

Session 2 oE the experiment took place three weeks later in the guidance
office within the school building. This room contained a large table on
which was an award certificate and a box of stars as.in the first session,
and four stacks of index cards containing words for a "spelling bee," which
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were labeled easy, medium, hard, and very hard.

The third "session" of the study took place two months after the initial
session in the children's natural classrooms, and was conducted by the child-
ren's regular teachers. In this session, children were asked to indicate
the level of difficulty of puzzles the school had received that they would
prefer to have to take home.

Session 1

For the first session subjects were brought individually to the research
trailer to play the beanbag toss game. The child was first seated next to
the experimenter, and shoWn a film which portrayed a peer model being intro-
duced to, and, in the experimental conditions, playing the expetimental game.

The films began with an adult explaining the mechanics of the game,
the degree of difficulty of each of the four buckets (easy, medium, hard,
and very hard), and the reward system. The model was presented-with a 5 x 8
Certificate of Merit which had the words "easy," "medium," "hard," and "very
hard" printed on the leEt-hand side. In parentheses underneath each descrip-
tive adjective was a number corresponding to the large number painted on
each bucket. The model was instructed that be would receive the award just
for participating in the study, but that he would also be able to paste a
star oa the certificate in the appropriate space after each successful throw
of a beanbag into a bucket. In the no-model, control condition, the film
ended at this point. In the two modeling conditions, however, the peer

.

model In the film proceeded to play the game, exhibiting a consistent choice
of either the two easiest or the two mast difficult targets. In the high
standard condition, the model refused to shoot at the two easiest targets,
explaiutng that they were too easy to be worth attempting, and that the two
more difticult targets would be more fun because they were more challenging.
The modei .itternAted for ten shots between the two hardest targets, and was
successful on three shots at each target. In the low standard condition,
the model refused to attempt the two most difficult targets, explaining that
he did not wish to risk missing, as he wanted to win a lot of stars. The
model alternated for ten trials between the two easiest targets and was
successful on all shots.

Following the presentation of the film, the experimenter indicated to
the subject that he would now have a chance to play the game and rehearsed
with the child the mechanics of the game, degree of difficulty of each bucket,
and the reward system, as had been done in the film. Ue also indicated that
the child should paste a star on his award certificate immediately after he
successfully tossed a beanbag in a bucket. Because extensive pretesting had
revealed strong tendencies for subjects to shoot at each target until success-
fill and then proceed to the next one, or to simply shoot at all the targets
in order, the instructions were designed to make very clear that the child
was to decide on each shot which target he would like to attempt and should
not feel constrained to follow any particular pattern. Each subject was
allowed 20 trials on the game, while the experimenter remained in the room
and kept a covert record of the child's performance.
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Sessioa 2

Approximately three weeks following Session I (mean interval = 19.41
days), these same subjects were seen in a second experimental session. For
this.second session, subjects were brought individually, by a different
experimenter, "blind" to the subject's treatment condition and previous
behavior. To maximize further the separation of the two sessions, Session 2
also took place in a different location, the guidance counselor's office
inside the school building.

In this session, children were asked to play a "spelling bee" game.
At the outset, subjects were shown a "Spelling Award," similar in design
to the "Certificate of Merit" they had receivedin the first session.
Similarly, as before, children were told they wduld receive the award just
for participating, but could also paste a star next to the words "Easy,"
"Medium," "Hard," and "Very Hard," to denote success each time they correctly
.spelled a word at a specified difficulty level. The children were then asked
to choose the level of difficulty of the ten words they wished to attpt.
Four decks of cards, ten of each category, were et in front of the subject
and he wns asked to select ten of these cards. igain, children were explic-
itly informed that the decision of the levels of difficulty to be atterivted
was cumpFetely up to the child. Subjects were required to tommit themselves
to a choice of words before hearing any of the actual words, so that feedback
from succes and failure at the game would not influence the choice of diffi-
cully. After each word successfully spelled, the child was allowed to paste
a star In ihe aporoprinte place,on his award.

Ses.iinti I

lho lhild "mo:;;;Ion" nC this study took place approximately two months
(Mean inicrvai = days) after Session I. in the children's regular
elaw;If.oms. Fur the final,measure, children were informed by their teachers
that the silmot would he able to obtain pnzzles for the children in the
class. !;iuce tin! puzzles differed in their level of difficulty, however,
from easy to medium, hard, and very hard, however, each child was asked to
indicate which sort of puzzle he would most prefer to take home, by checking
a box on a sheet handed out by the teacher. Apart from the words used to
describe the level of d_fficulty of the puzzles, there was no indication
that this activity was connected in any way with the individual experimental
sessions subjects had experienced one to two months earlier.

Results

The experiment, therefore, provided three tests of increasing stringency
of the effects of the modeling treatments on subjects' subsequent preferences
for easy versus difficult tasks. In Session 1, immediattly following exposure
to the modeling treatmcnts, subjects played the same beanbag toss game they
had seen the model play; In Session 2, three weeks later, subjects engaged
in a spelling bee; and in Session 3, two months later, subjects were given
an option of the difficulty level of a puzzle they were to receive in class.
,Bocause the modeling films had differentiated between choice of the two most
difficult versus.the two easiest choices in the first session, data from each
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of these sessions are presented in terms of this distinction. In addition,
since preliminary analyses suggested that scx of subject was a potentially
relevant factor in determining the results of the modeling treatments, data
were analyzed in terms of this dimension as well.

Session 1

In Session 1, subjects were given the opportunity to take a total of
twenty shots in the beanbag toss game. The mean number of these attempts
made at the two most difficult targets, by sex and condition, are presented
in the top third of Figure 1.

Insert Figure 1 about here

A 3 x 2 (Treatment x Sex) unweighted-means analysis of variance per-
formed.on these data yielded a highly significant effect of modeling con-
ditions, F (2,32) = 7.20, 2. <.005, as well as a significant sex. effect,
F (1,32) = 6.41, 2. <.025 reflecting a general tendency for males to choose
more difficult targets than females. Individual comparisons illuminating
the nature of the obtained treatment effect indicated that the modeling
treatments had a decidedly asymmetrical efEect on subsequent choices of
difflcuity level. Subjects in the High Standard Condition indeed chose
more difficult targets than subjects in either the Control, F (1,32) =
11.10, <.005 or the Low Standard, F (1,32) = 10.47, <.005, Conditions;

'but there was no evidence of a difference between the Low Standard and
Controi Conditions, <L, and for imlies the means were fact reversed.

iii=c;itiSe these- results. in Session I form the appropriate baseline against
which subsequent generaiization of the modeling effects should be assessed,
it Is important to note two further features of these data. First, to put
the above comparisons slightly differently, it should be noted that the
contrast between the High Standard Condition versus the Low standard and
Control Conditions accounts for virtually all of the systemat,ic treatment
variance in these data, _E (1,32) = 14.46, 2. <.001. Second, although the
relevant interaction between the treatment conditions and sex of subject
was not statistically significant, F (2,32). 1.86, <.25, it also appears
that the effect of the modeling treatments was greater for females than formales. For males only, the contrast between the High Standard Condition
and the other two conditions barely achieved a conventional level of statis-
tical significance, F (1,32) = 4.15, p = .05; for females, this same contrast
was highly significant, F (1,32) - 11.25, 2. <.005. Hence, exposure to the
High Standard Model appears to have increased the likelihood that subjects
would set high standards for themselves while the exposure to the Low Standard
model seems to have had little effect on subjects' subsequent behavior.

*Session 2

With this pattern of results forming the standard for comparison, it ispossible to assess the extent to which these initial effects of the modeling
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Figure 1. Mean level of difficulty chosen, by condition and sex, for
each of the three experimental sessions.
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toratments generalized to a new situation and a very different task several
weeks later ln Session 2, when subjects were allowed to choose the level of
difficulty of the ten spelling words they were to attempt in the spelling
bee. The appropriate data, the mean number of difficult and very difficult
words subjects chose to attempt in this second session, by sex and treatment
condition, are presented in the middle third .of Figure 1, where it is apparent
that the pattern of results obtained in this session closely parallels that
obtained in Session 1.

As before, a 3 x 2 (Treatment x Sex) unweighted-means analysis of varianc(
was performed on these data. As in the first session, this analysis yielded
a highly significant treatment 2ffect, F (2,32) = 5.95, 2. <.01. Neither
the main effect for sex of subject, (F (1,32) = 1.43, n.s., however, nor
the interaction of treatments with sex of subject, F< 1, was significant.
Again, individual comparisons illuminating the nature of the overall treat-
ment effect indicated that subjects in the High Standard Condition chose to
attempt more difficult words than the subjects in either the Control, F (1,32)
= 10.74, 2 <.005, or the Low Standard, F (1,32) = 6.48, 2. <.025, Conditions,
while subjects in the Low Standard and Control Conditions did not differ.

Paralleling the results from Session 1, the contrast between the High
Standard group and the other two groups accounted for most of the.systematic
treatment variance in subjects' choices, F (1,32)- = 11.34, 2. <.005; and this
effect, as in Session 1, appeared to be weaker for males, F (1,32) =
<.10,.than for females, F (1,32) = 10.17, k <.01. Thus, the effects of the

modeling treatments on subjects' choice of difficult spelling'words in this
second session, in a different situation some three weeks later, appear to
follow closely the immediate *effects or ou modeling treatments during
Session L. Indeed, across conditions, the correlation between the numberof difficult targets chosen in Session 1 and the number of difficult words
chosen in Session 2 was a striking .67, .11 .001, considering the inherent
differences between the two situations.

Session 3

Given the highly consistent results obtained in the first two sessions,it becomes of particular interest to examine the results of Session 3, twomonths after Session 1, in which children were asked by their regular class-
room teachers, in a setting divorced,from the previous experimental sessions,

, to select the level of difficulty of the puzzle they were to receive to takehome from the school. The lower third of Figure 1, therefore, presents themean level of difficulty chosen, by sex and treatment condition, in this.final test situation.

The results from this third session, as inspection of Figure 1 reveals,are clearly less striking than in Sessions 1 and 2; and a 3 x 2 analysis of. variance oE these data, unlike the earlier sessions, yielded no statisticallysignificant overall treatment effect. At the same time, however, the apparentdifference in the effectiveness of the modeling treatments for males andfemales, noted in the previous sessions, seems to have become more pronouncedin this final measure; hence the data were further analyzed, as before,separately by sex. For males, who in all conditions chose relatively diffi-cult puzzles, there are no significant effects, all F's < 1. For females,
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however, there is evidence of significant persistence of the experimental
effects even in this dissociated posttest two months after Session 1,
apparent im the continued significance of the contrast between the High
Standard Condition versus the Low Standard and Control Conditions, F (1,17) =
6.67, 2 <.025. Similarly, for females, the correlation between the difficulty
level chosen in Session 1 and Session 3 is a ,considerable .58, E.025; for
males this correlation, .16, does not approach significance.

Discussion

These data greatly increase our confidence in the utility of modeling
procedures in, producing generalized and persistent changes in children's
self-imposed performance standards. Exposure to a peer model who chose to
attempt only the most difficult targets in a test of physical coordination
had effects not only on the level of difficulty children chose when attempt-
ing this same task immediately following exposure to the model but also
produced equally significant effects on the level of difficulty at which
children chose to attempt a test of academic ability, in a different situ-
ation, some weeks later. For females, similar results were apparent even
in their choice of puzzles, two months after the initial session, in a
regular classroom setting divorced from the earlier experimental sessions.

Considering the many apparent differences between these various tasks,
these Iludings are impressive. Particularly since both the beanbag game
and the spelling her involved actual skill-related tasks, one might have
expeelod, h)r example, rhat childrea's rholre of difficulty level was
determinod hy their expectations of suceess at the task, based either on
their previous expe'rleuce or on rheir success on the experimental games
themsHvos. En Fact , however, for all snhjccLs in the first and second
sesslonn, and for fomilos in the third session, knowledge of which model
the (hill! hnd :wen proved .a anich better predictor of the child's choices
than dld his ariuol performance at the task, his performance on the previous
tasks, or other indicators, such as spelling grades, of his task ability.

Previous research on modeled standard-Setting has generally involved
completely novel gnmes rhat were preprogrammed to eliminate variance due to
chiLdren's wide range of skills. The present study demonstrated a modeling
effect sufficiently robust to.prove a significant influence in situations
involving familiar skills such as throwing or spelling ability, for which
children had previous and concurrent feedback as to their ability level.
Similarly, in previous research, A, reliance on yreprogrammed artificial
games involved an implicit equation between high self-imposed standards and
overt self-denial, ns those children choosing to reward themselves for the
strictest standards necessarily obtained the least rewards. By using genuine
task:;, the conceptualization of standard setting in the present study becomes
closor to that_ of level of aspiration, with a child setting a high standard
for himself taking a greater risk of failure but potentially receiving a
.greater reward for his efforts. Desire to achieve a greater reward in
these situations does nnt necessarily conflict with setting a high standard.

Though exerting a powerful influence on subsequent behavior, however,
the effectiveness of the modeling treatments was not without limits. Of
greatest potential theoretical interest is the consistent asymmetry.of the
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two modeling groups, relative to the control condition. The paraltel between
these data and previous data investigating the effectiveness of modeling
techniques in modifying children's moral judgments (e.g., Cowan, Langer,
Heavenreich, & Nathanson, 1969; LeFurgy & Wolushin, 1969) seems worth noting:
in both sets of data, exposure to models behaving in a manner generally con-
sistent with normative adult standards proved more effective in producing
long-term change than exposure to models belviving in a manner more inconsistent
with adult norms. Though such findings, in the arca oE moral judgments, have
frequently been discussed as evidence favoring a sequential developmental-
stage model, the present data suggest a potentially broader phenomena. That
is, that the effectiveness of modeling techniques with young children may
generally be importantly determined by the congruence of the model's behavior
with the child's perceptions oE age-appropriate or more mature behavior,
leading to a rejection of response patterns which are perceived as less
mature choices. Thus, in the present study, children could not be easily
induced to choose an easier and less challenging plan of action than they
normally would have adopted in the game situation.

Together with the previous experiments reported by Lepper-et al., (1975),
the present data seem sufficient to establish that "what is learned" through
exposure to a model displaying stringent standards for self-reinforcement
or choosing to engage in difficult: Lasks in some reasonably abstract principle
of choice or preference sufficient to produce generalization to new settings,3
rather than a simple re-definition of the "rules" of a particular game
(Kohlberg, 1969; Kuhn, 1973). On an applied level, these findings would
seem to provide further encouragement to r,Icent investigations attempting
to prodnce persistent and generatizable behavior change through the use of
techniques designed to niter the performance standards children set for
themselves (Bolstad F. Johnson, 1972; (lynn et al., 1973; Drabman et al.,
1973; Jeffrey, 1974; Wthoney & Thoreson, 19]4; Weiner & Dubrowskl, 1974).
Certainly lu the light or the considerable evidence relating preferences
for easy versus difficult tasks to more general models of achievement moti-
vation (cf. Weiner, 1974), the practical implications of the present findings
appear to warrant further investigation.,
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1. This same general pattern of data across the three sessions was also
apparent in.nonparametric comparisons. In Session 1, 100% of the children
exposed to the High Standard chose a majority of difficult tarpts, while
only 56% of the children in the other two conditions did so (X2 = 6.05,
2. <.025). Similarly, in Session 2,-85% of the children in the High Standard
Condition selected a majority of difficult spelling words, while only 247.
of the subjects in the other two conditions did so (X2 = 10.37, <.01). In
Session 3, the data for .females appeared similar, 100% of the High Standard
children asked for difficult puzzles, versus 54% of the children in the
other conditions, though this difference was not significant nonparametrically
(X2 = 2.19, 2. <.15); for males, the percentages across conditions were virtually
identical.

2. Thn failure to oblaln any evidence of generalization for males in Session
3 is pnzzling. As Indicated before, the level of difficulty of puzzles
chosen o4.1 'pato high for males in all groups and may have produced a "ceil-
ing" effect; In addition, across all. three sessions, the modeling procedure
seerm.4 Io he tens effective for males than for females. Unfortunately,
neither ih oncillaiv data colincted in this utudy nor post-experimental
inteli.lewn with (Iv! ouhipets provide any compelling explanation of this
appo .911 f;o'x di r n2Ill

3. Thongh not tented directly in these studies, it seems worth noting that
an attrihutionai modni (Bern, 1972; Kelley, 1967) may provide unexpected in-
sight Into the remorkahie power of modeling treatments to.produce persistence,
and frnquently generalization of behavior change to new situations (Bandura,
Jeffery, & Wright. 1974; Cowan et al., LeFurgy & Woloshin, 1969; Lepper
et.al., 1974; Ropenhan, 1969; White, 1972). From suell'a perspective, it has
been suggested (Item, 1972; Kopel & Arkewitz, in press; LepperGreene, &
Nisbett, 1973), for example, that techniques.which InduCe changes in behavior
will be likely to show transfer to subsequent new situations precisely to
the extent that initial behavior change is accomplished in a manner which
minimizes the extent to which the individual perceives his behavior as
extrinsically controlled. In attributional terms, exposure to a model may
be such an effective behavior change technique, in part, precisely because
it induces the snhject ,to "choose" to act similarly to the model in the fact
of rather vag.in external contingencies, likely to promote intrinsic rather
than extrinsic attributions. (Kelley, 1967). Certainly future investigations
iilight profit from a further consideration of the phenomenology of the modeling
process and its relationship to the.generalization of changes induced.
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EXPERIMENT 4

Effects of Training in Self-Monitoring and Goal-Setting Techniques
on Classroom Study Behavior and Academic Performance

Gerald Sagotsky, Charlotte J. Patterson,1 and Mark Lepper

Stanford University

Interest in the study of self-control processes has expanded rapidly
in recent years. Increasingly, in both theoretical and applied contexts,
attention has shifted from a concentration on the manner in which an indi-
vidual's behavior is governed by the immediate environmental contingencies
to which he is exposed to a consideration of the active cognitive processes
which influence and maintain an individual's behavior in the absence of
immediate external reinforcement (Bandora, 1971; Lepper & Amabile, in prero).
Reflective of this shift has been a growing research literature coneerned with
the manner in which individualsimpose performance standards upon themselves,
monitor their own performance and evaluate and reinforce themselves uith
respect to their ability to meet or exceed these self-imposed performance
standards (e.g., Bandura, 1971; Mischel, 1973; Mahoney & Thoreson, 1974;
Thoreson & Mahoney, 1974).

One prticularly interesting by-product of t171s increased attention to
self-control phennmona has been the finding that procedures designed to induce
n individual to monitor his own behavior in some systematic fashioa have
frequently led to appreciable changes In the incidence of the behavior being
monitored. Such "therapeutic" effects of the introduction of systematic
self-monitoring procedures in the hseure of overt self-imposed or 2ternally-
imposed contingencies have been observed in a variety of contexts involving
quite different procedures-and subject popnlations (Broden, Hall, & Mitts,
1971; Johnson & Whito, 1.971; Kazdin, 19/4b; Gottman & McFall, 1972; Mahoney,
Moore, Wade, & Monra, 1973), although the failure of other investigations ,.;f

self-monitoring to demonstrate such effects indicates clearly that such
changes on behivior are not a necessary or inevitable consequence of the
introduction of self-monitoring techniques (e.g., Berecz, 1972; McFall, 1970;
Mahoney, Moura, & Wade, 1973; Stollak, 1967).

Of those studies reporting significant behavior change as a consequence
of self-monitoring procedures, one of the most dramatic and compelling instances
is reported in a widely cited paper by Broden, Hall, and Mitts (1971). Work-
ing with a junior high school student who had sought help in improving her
study habits from the school counselor, these authors asked the subject to
record, whenever she happened to think of it, whether or not she was engaged
in appropriate study behavior, by marking either a plus or minus on a slip
provided each day for this purpose. With the exception of praise from the
school counselor during a weekly meeting with the student, no additional
contingencies were applied concerning either the accuracy or use of the self-
report slips or the subject's reported or actual study behavior. Remarkably,
introduction of this simple and somewhat unsystematic system for self-
monitoring produced dramatic increases in observed study behavior during the
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class periods when self-monitoring slips were distributed. Coupled with the
subsequent use of contingent teacher attention, moreover, these gains per-
sisted over a two-month period.

While these results are striking, there arc two general sorts of ques-
tions which this report raises. The first concerns the appropriate inter-
pretation of the effects demonstrated in this case study. Because this
study, like much of the literature on self-monitoring, employed an intra-
subject design, it is difficult to determine whether the gains shown are
best attributed to the self-monitoring procedure per se, to other potential
motivational variables, such as attention, instructions, and praise from
the subject's counselor, which were confounded with.the introduction of
this treatment (Kazdin, 1974b) or to the experimental demands of the situation
created by the introduction and withdrawal of any novel and punitively
effectively treatment.(Orne, 1970)..

At the same time,.if one assumes that the self-monitoring procedures
'were In fact primarily responsible for the improvement in the subject's
classroom behavior, a second question of interest is why such self-monitor-
ing procedures should themselves result in any behavior.change in the absence
of additional contingencies. One plausible hypothesis is that the efficacy
of self-monitoring procedures in producing behavior change in Che absence of
overt contingencies will depend upon the effectiveness of these procedures
in eliciting covert self-evaluative processes (Kanfer, 1970; Kazdin, 1974a).
It follows that behavior change as a result of self-monitoring will be most
likely to occor lii sitnations where the Individual has some active desire to
modify his behavior along the dimension which is being monitored. Whether
this goql of behavIel change Is self-generated or extern-,11y-imposed, self-
moullot ing under !dich conaitions seem.; likely to evoke a process of self-
evaluttion and plovId- Feedback allowing comparisons of one's actual behavior
wit h otuts god

Such a line of rewtonlng is, of course, consistent with a potentially
related literature on the effects of procedures.designed to induce individuals
to set Frequent and relatively specific performance goals for themselves
(e.g., Locke, 1968; katlinm, & Kinne, 1974; Latham & Yukl, 1975). Though
conducted,primarilv in industrial and organizational contexts, these studies
suggest that techniques which induce individuals to set specific performance
goals for themselves on some regular basis can have dramatic effects of
indices of performance or productivity, effects which in particular frequently
appear cousiderabiy greater than comparable nonspecific motivational treat-
ments designed to simply encourage individuals to work hard to do their best
at the activity in question, although such effects are far from universal

. (Campbell et al., 1M70). The presence of specific goals against which one's
performance can be compared at frequent intervals is hypothesized to produce
behavior change in these situations through the elicitation of implicit
self-evaluative responses. Hamner and Harnett (1974) have documented that
the amount by hich ponple exceed their goals is positively related to their
Teported level of satisfaction; furthermore, Kim and Hamner (1976) have
shown that it is possibie for goal-setting alone to enhance performance with-
out a formal program of feedback.
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Though derived in somewhat different contexts, these literature s. appear
to share a common theoretical framework, in that the effectiveness of both
self-monLtoring and goal-setting procedures in the absence of explicit
external contingencies seems best explicable in terms of the operation of
covert self-evaluative processes. In this sense, the effectiveness 'of self-
monitoring techniques alone in producing behavior change is hypothesized to
depend upon.the occurrence of an implicit goal-setting process; conversely,
the effectiveness of goal-setting procedures per se appears to presuppose
some self-monitoring processes by which performance is regularly compared to
one s specific goals. Therefore, a combination of both these techniques
might be expected to prove an effective means of reducing behavior change.

The present study, therefore, sought to examine the individual and joint
effects of the introduction of daily self-monitoring and goal-setting pro-
cedures in affecting children's study behavior and academic achievement in
an ongoing classroom situation. The study sought first to assess the rele-
.vance of these two sorts of techniques with an unselected sample of elementary
school students, in an experimental design which allowed an assessment of
the effects of both tLe self-monitoring and the goal-setting techniques
per se, independent of situational demands or the effects of other nonspecific
motivational variables. In addition, to clarify the potential clinical
significance of such self-monitoring and goal-setting techniques, the present
study also sought to examine the typically implicit assumption in studies
of classroom performance (Winnet & Winkler, 1972) that increases in the
amount or "appropriate" study behavior by a student can be expected to lead
to corresponding increases in that student's actual academic achievement.

Following a baseline period of obsecvntion to establish initial rates
.of study behavior ana achievement in tho school mathematics program, there-
fore, eltildren in three experimental conditions received training in the
use ol either self-monitoring or goal-setting techniques or in both of these
techniques, while suhjects.in a control group received only nonspecific
motivational instructions. The effects of these four experimental procedures,
forming a 2 x 2 factorial design (self-monitoring x goal-setting), on
students' study behavior during class periods devoted to the math program
and actual academic performance in the school's individualized mathematics
'curriculum during these periods were assessed during a five-week treatment
phase.

Method

Sub'ects and Experimental Setting

The subjects were 67 children, 37 girls and 30.boys, enrolled in the
fifth and sixth grades of a suburban elementary school employing an indi-
vidualized mathemntics instruction program. In this program, children spent
50 minutes each day, four days a week, working through a modular mathematics
curriculum consisting of a standardized series of mathematics "units."
The children left their normal classrooms for the math period, during whichtime they were grouped according to the unit level they were currently workingon. During these daily mathematics periods, children worked on each unit
until they reached an acceptable level of accuracy, at which time they were
allowed to progress to the next unit in the sequence. Children progressed
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through these units at their own speed. At the outset of the study, con-
siderable individual variation was observed in the children's behavior,
with some children initially working quite diligently and others doing
virtually no work at all during the math periods. Both the principal and
the teachers expressed some feeling that the program was not optimally effec-
tive and welcomed the intervention of this research project.

Behavioral Observation System

To assess the effects of experimental treatments on students' classroom
study behavior, a behavioral observation system was developed for use in
this study.. On each day every student in the study was observed for a two-
minute period, and the .order that children were observed was varied from
day to day in order to sample behavior from different parts of the period
for each child.. During this observation period, for each of eight ten-
second intervals, the subject's behavior was coded into one of five mutually
.exclnsive categories; five seconds were allowed for recording after each
ten-second observation period.

The five observation categories included two on-task behaviors--at seat
working )1.e.,.student in seat with pencil in hand, attending to math unit)
and at teacher's desk (i.e., consulting with the teacher or waiting in line
to spenk with her). The remaining categories included three classes of off-
task hohnviors--nt: sett_unt working (i.e., any non-work behavior in seat;
e.g., talking to nelghbor, Laughing, playing), out of seat not working
(e.g., wolLing around I)io room), and out_of. room. This final category was
rarely sen.

inr In On InThining oC !he study, eneh of the six observers received
exteuslJe classroom pu.pl..ice in iAtlianying the observational system. Observers
x4ee ?:eni ioto 1 ;1,;!i i'ni in po Irs , nod ett 11 of the two observers in a class-
room ilidepeudoll(Iv e'ided the behnvlor the same children. Reliability in
terms of pet-ventage oi.ngreement for earh ten-second interval was quite high,
rouging From 96 to 100 percent.

Procedure

Baseline Phase. At the beginning of the baseline phase, mo observers
were placed within ench participating classroom during the daily math periods.
Each observer was assigned to observe the behavior of half of the students in
the ClaSS, as described above. At.the end of each math:period, the observers
collcted the children's units. Any unit that had been completed that day
was corrected, and the percent of problems completed correctly was written
on the front of the unit in red pencil. Completion of the unit with an
accuracy of ninety port-out or better was ordinarily required before the
student: was given a new unit, with the teachers' retaining an option to be
somewhat flexible nhout that standard. This.baseline phase continued over
a four-week period.

Treatment Phase. On the first day of the treatment phase, eac 7. c!tild
vas taken individually from the classroom for a brief period of inst-uction
in the relevant self-control techniques. In these sessions, each child was
seen by an experimenter who did not regularly record his classroom behavior;
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thus, observers remained blind to thc treatment conditions of the children
they observed. Subjects in each classroom were assigned randomly to one of
the four treatment conditions.

The experimenter explained to each child that he was hoping to make the
math program work more effectively. Each child w..3 told that he would be
receiving a green cover sheet every day with las math unit. On this sheet,
all children were instructed to write their names and the date, as well as
the page and problem number on which they started and ended the math period.
At this point, the instructions diverged for the different treatment con-
ditions.

In the.goal-setting condition, the subject was given a sheet which had
a space for the student to write the page and problem number where he started
each day, the page and problem number up to which he thought he could work
that period (the goal) and the page.and problem number where he actually
finished at the end of the hour. The children in this condition were in-
structed that each day when they received their units, they should look
ahead and decida how Ear they could get if they worked'hard for the whole
period. They were asked to record this goal on their cover sheets and were
also asked to make a mark in their unit which they could refer to as they
worked, to see how close they were coming to their goal. At the end of each
period, they were to write down the page and problem number they had reached
and to check to see if they had achieved their goal.

In tin. self-monitoring condition, the subject was given a sheet with a
space to mark the pagP and probletr Wiere he stopped working each day. The
childrpn in this condition were toLd that during the math period each day,
they shonid note from time to time wIwther or not they were actually working
on theit math units. ff, when the child chose to monitor himself, he found
hints e I F ootking npproprlately, he was asked to put a "+" in one of 12 blank
boxes ihdi were on the cover sheets for the self-monitoring conditions. If,
on the other hand, he was not working at this point, he was asked to put a
"-" In one of the boxes.. The children were given clear examples to clarify
what was meant by "working" and "not working," consistent with the observer's
coding system. At the end of the math period each day, they were also in-
structed to mark the page and problem number where they had stopped working.

Subjects in the g2nl-setting and self-monitoring condition received
instructions for both kinds of recording, and were given sheetsyhich con-
tatned both spaces for recording daily goals and boxes for recording self-
monitored study behavior.

Subjects in the control condition received sheets conta;ing only a

space for them to record the page and problem number where t stopped
working each day. They were asked to fill in this space at the end of each
math period, hut were given no instructions on either self-monitoring or
goal-setting techniques.

Children in ail conditions were reminded of the importance of doing
iell in mathematics. All subjects were urged to work hard and to complete
their math units as quickly and accurately as possible, to equate the groups
on nonspecific motivational factors. Children were aware that instructions
varied, and were told we were asking them to try different techniques to
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attempt to find out which onea worked best. Beginning on the second day of
the treatment phase, each child received his math unit each day with the
appropriate cover sheet clipped to the top of the unit. After the units
had been handed out, the teacher reminded the class that they should Fill
out their cover sheets before beginning to work. To avoid potential teacher
biases, however, teachers remained blind throughout the study to the treat-
ment conditions of individual children. The behavior observations were
collected as in the baseline phase for the five weeks which the treatment
phase lasted.

During the treatment phase, further intervention was limited to children
who completely failed to fill in their forms, and who received a re-explana-
tion of either the goal-setting or self-monitoring instructions. With this
exception, children received no further feedback or interaction from the
experimenter, with neither positive-Dm:negative repercussions for the
subjects' reported study behavior or goal accomplishment nor any social
reinforcement contingent on an increase in actual work output.

The two primary dependent measures of interest in this study involved
observations of the students' study behavior during 'the daily math periods
and children's actual academic achievement, in successfully completing their
assigned mathematics units. For the behavior observations, the number of
ten-second periods that each child's behavior was recorded as falling into
each ur the five categories was calculated. Of principal interest was a
comp:liken across groups and phases of the amount of time spent in on-task
(wollring and at teacher's dusk) versus off-task behavior (in seat-not working,
out ol snat-not woalug, and out of room).

index of th- children's acinai progress in the math program was
derin,d by naiculatio Ihn total umber or problems children completed
acculalniy and computing a probiems-por-day rate. For each unit the children
worl:ed on, the nhmher ur prubtvm completed was multiplied by the final
accuracy the child ieceived. This measure assessed both the quantity and
the quality of the children's work.

Ancillary data on the children's usage of the self-monitoring and goal-
setting technIques were also obtained from the sheets the children filled
out. Children in the goal-setting conditions were coded as to whether or
not they reached their stated goals or if they failed to even set goals. In
the sell-monitoring conditions, children were scored on the number of "+s"
and "-s" they recorded, as well as the number of times they failed to fill
out this form.

Results

The exportment, therefore, provided data on the effectiveness of the
goal-setting and self-monitoring treatments in modifying both the amount of
time children spent engaged in appropriate study behavior during their mathe-
itiatics periods and the children's academic progress through the mathematics
program during the course of the study. Preliminary analyses of the data
revealed no significant differences as a function of the sex of subjects or
interaction of sex of subject with treatment conditions on either measure;
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the data were therefore collapsed cte:.s thin dimension for further analysis.
Similarly, preliminary analyses yielded no signilieant differencel among
conditions In either study behavior or task accomplishment during the base-
line phase ot the study and no evidence of !;ignif[cant trends In study behavior
over time, within either the baseline or the treatment phase. As a result,
the effects of the experimental treatments were analy;:ed in terms of differ-
ence scores assessing changes in subjects' behavior from the baseline to the
treatment phases of the experiment.

Behavior Observations: Classroom Study Time

The first goal of the study was t.o assess the effects ef the experimental
treatments, as in previous stndies, on the amount of time children spent
engaged in appropriate study behavior during their mathematics periods. The
relevant data, the changes from baseline to treatment phases in the mean
percentage of time studying during the 50-minute math period for each of the
four experimental conditions, are presented In Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here

A 2 x 2 (self-menttoring x goal-setting) unweighted-means analysis of vari-
ance was performed on these data. This analysis yielded a significant main
effect for the self-monitoring treatment, 7 (l,63) = 4.70, 2 <.05; but
neither the main effect for the goal-setting treatment nor the interaction
between the two forlorn approached significance, both F's <1. An individual
planned contrast, comparing the effeetieeness of the combined treatment
group and rhe self-monitoring only condition similarly failed to approach
statistical significance, F <1, ;Ind the meail:3 for the two groups are, in
fact, reversed.

In short, a5 predicted, the provision of self-monitoring techniques,
even in the absence of explicit external contingencies, proved an effective
means of increasing the amount of overt classroom study behavior.2 The pro-
vision of goal-setting instructions, however, did not affect study behavior;
and, contrary to prediction, did not significantly enhance the effectiveness
of the self-monitoring treatment.

Task Accomplishment: Hate of Correct Problem Solutions

Given these findings on observational measures of overt study behavior,it is of considerable interest to examine the results of the experimental
treatments on subjects' actual progress through the mathematics curriculum
during the course of the study. The relevant data for these comparisons,
the changes from baseline to treatment phases in the mean number of problems
4orrect1y completed per day for each of the four experimental conditions, are
'presented in Table 2.

Insert Table 2 about here
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Table 1

Mean Change in Percentage of On-Task Classroom Study Behavior,

from Baseline to Treatment, by Conditions

Sp. I f-monifor I........
111%[riwtimIN

Present

Absent

.Coal-settin?, InstruCtions

Present Absent'

+9.14% +10.22%

4 1

+1.07% + 2.74%



_ Table 2

Mean Change in Number of Problems Correctly Solved per Day,

from Baseline to Treatment, by Conditions

Snif-monitorIng
funtructions

-Present

- Goal-setting Instructions

Present Absent

+8.78 +3_46

Absent +.26 -1.79

4 9
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As before, a 2 x 2 unweighted-means analysis of variance was performed on
these data. as with the measures of appropriate study behavior, this analysis
revealed a significant main effect for the'self-monitoring treatment, F (1,63)
= 5.30; .2. <.025; but no significant effect for either the goal-setting treat-
ment, F (1,63) = 1.59, n.s., or the interaction between the two factors, both
F's < 1. Again, a planned contrast comparing the combined treatment group to
the self-monitoring only condition also failed to yield a significant effect,
F (1,63) = 1.57, n.s.

These data, then, closely parallel the findings for classroom study
behavior. Providing children with self-monitoring techniques increased their
rate of progress through the individualized mathematics program employed in.
the school.. Instructions to set performance goals, however, did not affect
progress through the program nor did it enhance the effectiveness of the
self-monitoring treatment.

Additional Analyses

Within the conditions in which subjects received instructions in self-
monitoring and/or goal setting techniques, it is possible to examine the
relationship between children's usage of these techniques and observed study
behavior. These internal analyses, as might be expected, suggested generally
that the appropriate use of these techniques during the treatment phase did
relate to children's actual study behavior.

WIrhin the self-monitoring conditions, for example, amount of observed
on-ta4 behavior uns positively correlated with the number of "1-s" the
subjects recorded, )1 .41 p <.0.25, and was negatively correlated with the
numbet "-s" the children recorded, r = .47, E <.01. These data suggest
that_ qubjerLs wore ludred reasongbly accurate in monitoring and recording
their oon behaviou. !nowise, within the goal-setting conditions, the pro-
portlihi ot days pn which a-chill set a perFormance goal and successfully
reacbcd ir was correlated with tile amount of observed study time, r = .39,
2 <Jr). Similarly, In the light oE the differential effectiveness of the
two procedures, it is interesting to note that subjects in the goal-setting
conditions were much more likely to fail to use the goal-setting procedure
than subjects in the self-monitoring conditions were to fail to use the self-
monitoring procedure. This difference n the percentage of occasions on which
subjects in the:goal-setting (9.4%) and the self-monitoring conditions (2.7%)
failed to complete their respective daily forms was highly significant,
t = 3.38, E <.01. This differential usage of the two techniques was even
evident within the combined treatment condition, where children within this
condition failed to use goal-setting significantly more often than they
failed to self-monitor, t = 3.71, 2. <.01. It was generally true, moreover,
that failure to employ these forms proved to be negatively related to observed
study behavior. For self-monitoring subjects, the correlation between the
frequency with which :mbjects failed to complete the experimental forms and
classroom study behavior was highly significant, r = -.52, p. <.005; for
goal-setting subjects, this correlation was in the same direction but was
not individually significant, r = -.23, p. <.20.

Finally, since the self-monitoring procedure produced significant in-
creases in both study behavior and progress through the mathematics program,
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as indexed by the rate at which subjects accurately completed their units,
it is somewhat surprising that these two measures were not significantly
related, r = .09, n.s. Nor were there significant relationships between
achievement in the math program and differences in subjects' usage of the
self-monitoring technique. The effects of the self-monitoring treatment
in academic achievement, therefore, appear, to involve motivational effects
beyond those evidenced in increased study time during the class periods.

Discussion

The.results'of this study provide compelling evidence that the
introduction of a simple procedure for inducing'children to systematically
monitor dieir classroom behavior can produce significant increases in theincidence of appropriate study behavior displayed by an unselected sampleof normal elementary school children. Th.:se gains, moreover, were maintainedover the course of a five-week treaement phase, in the absence of any ex-ternal feedback or rewards contingent upon actual or reported study behavior.Accompanying these increases in appropriate study behavior, in addition,were significant increases in actual academic achievement in the mathematics
program presented during the periods when subjects were asked to monitortheir study behavior.

That the striking success of this minimal "treatment" program seemsappropriately attributable to the self-monitoring procedure itself, ratherthan to the general experimental demands of the situation or to other non-specific motivationai factors, is clearly demonstrated by the factorial
design employed. In this sense the failure of both the control group,equated in terms of demand characteristics and general encouragement, andthe goal-setting treatment, which had been predicted to have a beneficial
effect on study behavior; to produce gains within the same program increases
our colaiderIce Ln the eflicacy of the seir-monitoring treatment. Furthermore,since the selE-monitoring

program proved successful in a situation in whichboth the clnssrodm teachers and observers remained blind to the treatmentconditions of individuai children, the present design avoids the potentially
confounding effects of differential social approval and feedback evidentin most case-study investigations of self-monitoring processes.

In view of the previous mixed literature on the effects of self-monitor-ing (Kazdin, 1974b; Mahoney & Thoresen, 1974b), it is of some interest toexamine in more detail the self-monitoring technique which proved effectivein this study. One interesting possibility is that the present self-monitor-ing procedure proved particularly successful because it contained both animplicit evaluative component, in the recording of instances of both positiveand negative behavior, and a general "plan" for maintaining on-task behavior.That is, subjects in self-monitoring conditions were told that recording ofoff-task behavior, which carried obvious negative connotations, shoud serveas a cue for them to return to appropriate on-task behaviors. Pattersonand Mischel (1975), for example, have, in a laboratory context, documentedthe efficacy of such plans for facilitating young children's continued on-Cask behavior in the face of varied distractions. Interestingly in thisstudy, provision of a simple plan for resisting distraction did not affectthe number of occasions on which children were distracted; children equippedwith a plan were, however, able to return to appropriate on-task behavior
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with a shorter off-task interval. Hence, in the present classroom situation,
where Continuous task engagement is desirable but distraction is inevitable,
a continuing self-monitoring procedure may provide a method by which the
child becomes more conscious of his off-task behavior and is able to return
to work mote quickly after an interruption.

By comparison with the ef.1 of the self-monitoring procedure, the
failure of the goal-setting jrocedur, to influence children's behavior is
perhaps informative. In ret-ospect, -elative to previous studies, the comple
and heterogeneous mathematics materials invA.ved in the study may have been
particularly ill-suited for the Juccessful application of goal-setting
techniques, as the difficulty level of the problems contained in the curriculum
varied widely fromunit to unit and sometimes from page to page, making reason-
able estimates of daily'achievement a complicated process. Furthermore,
completed units which failed to achieve a minimal accuracy criterion were
returned to students for correction, again posing a potentially difficult
.estimation problem for the child. A comparison of the negative results in
the present study with previous demonstrations of the effectiveness of goal-
setting procedures in altering performance in other contexts suggests the
hypothesis that goal-setting procedures may be most appropriate for tasks
characterized by a more constant or predictable difficulty level, although
perhaps even in the present situation, goal-setting might have proved effec-
tive had the children been given more extensive training on how to set
challonging, yet reasonable, goals for themselves.

Finally, although overall similar findings were obtained in this study
on moo-Hues of both elasroom behavior and actual achievement, the lack of
correlaL(on between thcne two measures omphaslzes the need for caution in
assumilut thlt techalques which are sucriewifut in altering classroom study

result in increased academic achievement (Winnett
& 19/2): Previous studies provide examples both of cases in which

lu classroom behavior produced concomitant increases in academic
perfotmance (Cobb, 1972; Cobb & Hops, 1973) and cases in which changes in .

cla:4sroom behaviors uere not accompanied by changes in achievement (Ferritor,
Buckhoidr, & Smith, 1972; Sulzer, Hunt, Ashby, Koniarski, & Krams,
197[) but,have Failed to report data on the relationship between these two
measnros. The prvqent data suggest that the assumption of a simple linear
connection between s.tudy behavior and academic performance may frequently
be unwarranted, and indicate the utility of an independent assessment of
both variables in future research.

At.tho same time, the success of the present simple self-monitoring
procedure, involving very minimal "costs" on the part of the school personnel'
involved in its administration (cf. Patterson, Ray, & Shaw, 1968) in elicit-
ing substantial. increases in classroom decorum and academic achievement in
normal" classrooms swest the possibility that such techniques may have
signiCicant therapeutic value in applied behavior change programs. In many
clinical applications, of course, one might wish to employ more effortful
and extensive treatments, involving the use,of explicit self-reinforcement
or seit-punishment procedures or the addition of contingent social approval
from the school staff, to produce more substantial changes in behavior
(Mahoney, 1970); even in such cases, however, the use of such a "reactive"
self-monitoring procedure may serve as a useful component in a more complex
treatment package.
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1. Now at the University of Virginia.

2. In comparison to the results of some case studies, the magnitude of the
Tresent effect may appear relatively small. It should be noted, however,
that this study involved an unselected sample of virtually every student in
three classrooms, many of whom were working well initially, rather than the
selection of subjects because of extreme disorderly conduct or poor academic
achievement. In addition, the mass administration of the treatments in the
current study eliminates the increased individualized attention and social
feedback which may he an additional beneficial factor in related case study
invesLlgations.
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SIGNIFICANCE

A central problem in any educational program is that of maintaining
children's motivation to insure that each child in such a program will
achieve the maximal level of success which his abilities and aptitudes
allow. Historically, when faced with children with "motivational" problems,
psychologists have typically turned to manipulations of the reinforcing
contingencies in the child's external environment to provide more powerful -

incentives for the child to engage in the activities deemed desirable. Such
an approach has considerable merit.

In recent years, however, there has been a growing recognition of the
incompleteness of a model of human behavior based entirely on an examination
of external incentives. Among professionals concerned both with a theoretical
understanding of reinforcement processes and with the application of rein-
forcement principles to produce behavior change in natural educational
-settings, there has been an increasing awareness that such a 'focus on ex-
ternally-imposed and controlled reinforcement ignores an important facet
of human behaviornamely, the predisposition of individuals to regulate
their own behavior through self-imposed performance standards and self-
administered reinforcement. Particularly in achievement-oriented situations,
the ways in which children set standards for their wan performance, and
evaluate themselves with respect to these self-generated demands may be at
least as important in determining their behavior as the external contingencies
imposed upon them by a particular situation.

The present nLudlen have investigated the persistence and the generality
of tho ofrf.ctl of relatioveLy s[mpie modeling and instructional techniques
in modifvlie: tho sinn.hrd:; ehi]drun set for themselves and the manner
ln which rhildren will monitor their progress towards their self-imposed
goals. Though not !;porifically addressed to the question of designing an

"intervehlion :ilrategy," the general implication of these studies
for Hducational euvIronments seems reasonably clear: that even relatively.
brief. systematic attempts to affect children's goal-setting and self-monitor-
ing behavior may have ulgnificant beneficial effects. In view of the minimal
"costu" involved in the implementation of such procedures relative to the
potential gains aecrned, investigation into the adaptation of such techniques
to educational tontexts seems highly worthy of further pursuit.
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